USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10002.11

Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10002.11>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
MO_Anya says:
::scanning the injured crew member::
XO_Senn says:
@::the message to SFC sent requesting for their assistance, Nayla keeps trying to communicate with the Artemis::
CNS_Sodak says:
::in office singing Klingon drinking songs with an ensign::
SO_Donova says:
::on the bridge::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Emergency lights are still on, backup power only::
EO_Thompson says:
::forgets weapons and rounds up damage control team 4,3,2 and 1 to work on power
FCO_Joe says:
@::tries to repair the targeting sensors::
CMO_Parker says:
:: helping MO carry patients to sick bay ::
XO_Senn says:
@::scanners show that the Artemis still has backup power working, but not much else... she sighs. On the back of the shuttle, Paz is sound asleep::
CTO_Gore says:
::Sitting behind tactical, reading over his notes::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::located at the Computer Core.... nearly finding the problem with most critical power rerouting problems.. COMM being number one on the list....long range.. and subspace::
CEO_ALarra says:
::in engineering, diagnosing the problem with the power systems::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks around for the EO::
CO_Bryant says:
::::Looks around for something to hit::::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic of targeting sensors
EO_Thompson says:
::finds the teams and starts to work on the power relays::
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  I don't suppose we could be lucky and that is the last?
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Come over here.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Targeting system still not functional
CNS_Sodak says:
::The ensign leaves feeling more at ease::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Do we know how many people were down here when it was destroyed?
EO_Thompson ::types in access code to access power relays:: (Accepted.wav)
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Isolinear chip 12 has malfunctioned
FCO_Joe says:
@::hears the computer response and gets back to work::
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking around at the flickering emergency lights, I guess the computer locator is off line also...::  *CEO*: CEO, I've been assigned to help with the power system.  Where are you at right now?
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Say that again?
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: Boost morale the captain says....Well, if I have to sing anymore Klingon songs, I'll have a fit
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Re-route all sub-routines to your main matrix....bypass level 12, 13 and 14....reconnect power to all functioning emitters.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Isolinear chip 12 has malfunctioned
MO_Anya says:
MO:  No sir... I have not a clue.  I was off duty when it happened.  Most of gamma shift was asleep.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : No response from the Computer Core
EO_Thompson says:
::starts to work on power relays::
CEO_ALarra says:
::stumbles around for her COMM unit:: *CSO*: I'm in engineering, trying to locate my renegade EO.
XO_Senn says:
@::suddenly realizes something she had been missing... the magnet that had attached her shuttle to the Artemis had not been destroyed::
CTO_Gore says:
::Sighs, and gets up, looking around the dimly lit bridge::
CMO_Parker says:
CMO: Okay, we'll get as many as we can and then have a quick look, but that's all we can do
CEO_ALarra says:
*CSO*: Want to meet me down here?
FCO_Joe says:
@::reconnects some wires on the sensors::
CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: Copy, on my way.  I'll have to do some climbing to get there...
XO_Senn says:
@::takes scanners of the Artemis and scans her own shuttle... the big magnet is there:: Self: As if we lacked anything...
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO*: do you want power or not
MO_Anya says:
::stretches back with a sigh::  CMO:  Yes sir, but I am concerned about supplies.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::doesn't get a response::
CMO_Parker says:
CMO: Why? What's wrong?
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking around for nearest access tube.  Then checking my PADD for the quickest, and hopefully easiest route to engineering.::
XO_Senn says:
@::scans the FCO's shuttle and finds the same::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : It starts getting cold on the Artemis...
CTO_Gore says:
::Gets in the TL:: Main computer core...
FCO_Joe says:
@::changes some chips around::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TL doesn't budge
MO_Anya says:
::rubs arms, shivering::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CSO*: I know, I'll be in my office when you get here.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Joe, you there?
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  dang... looks like something else has gone wrong.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM:XO: Commander?
CTO_Gore says:
::Stomps his foot::  oh come on!!  ::Kicks the wall::
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: Yes, I do believe that is the goal ensign.
CSO_McMer says:
::Feeling a sudden chill, I decide to pick up the discarded space suit and take it with me, and I head off on the path shown by my PADD::
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  supplies are running a bit thin and replicators are off line
EO_Thompson says:
Damage control teams1 and 2:find out were the heat problem is and fix it
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Understood. We'll have to get by...
CEO_ALarra says:
::Starts to rub her arms and walks over to check life support::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TL doesn't budge
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: You still have the magnet attached... and so do I. Thought you might appreciate the information.
CSO_McMer says:
::Once in the access tube, I find that the hand light from the suit comes in very handy, the emergency lighting isn't working in this section of tubes...::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagonstic of targeting sensors
MO_Anya says:
::mumbles::  CMO:  I was afraid of that.
CNS_Sodak says:
::To self:: What wouldn't give for some Jazz right about now
FCO_Joe says:
@*XO*COMM: It's not like we can go anywhere
SO_Donova says:
*CSO*: Sir, this is Donovan. Do you wish me to stay on the bridge
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Targeting system at 22%
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Afraid? Well, lets just get to work
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO*: I sent out damage control teams 1 and 2 to check heat problem
FCO_Joe says:
@::says to himself:: It's about time
MO_Anya says:
::enters sick bay, rubbing her eyes::  CMO:  the worse thing about these units... it is hard to reach an itch.
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: No, call them back. I want them on weapons and shields.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: Captain, Tom Hewitt here....I'm at the Computer Core and I believe we can do but one thing...shutdown the Core and restart...hoping to coordinate with ME to get enough of power to do so...
FCO_Joe says:
@::grabs a spare EPS Conduit::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Maybe you need a cream?
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  I will go check supplies... what about the triage in the shuttle bay?
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO*: Yes, mama
CO_Bryant says:
OPS: go ahead and co ordinate with the Chief.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: If we're going back to the Artemis sometime, they might become a hindrance ::a small smile twitching in her lips::
CSO_McMer says:
::After turning a corner, I start to climb a ladder.  Luckily its "down", this suit is awkward to lug around like this...::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: Understood Sir.
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Triage?
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  I would rather take this off... but seeing how things are, maybe we had better not ::heads to get blankets for the crew::
EO_Thompson says:
::walks back to me::
CNS_Sodak says:
::whistles::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Tom to A'Larra, could meet me at the Computer Core...I might have an idea...
CEO_ALarra says:
ALL: Everyone get some more clothes on.
MO_Anya says:
::looks over her shoulder:: CMO:  you did not set up triage?
CSO_McMer says:
::reaching the main engineering level, opening the access tube hatch, I step into the corridor, and head down the hall::
MO_Anya says:
::gathers blankets and begins to distribute them::
CEO_ALarra says:
*OPS*: Alright.
EO_Thompson says:
::walks to quarters and gets clothes on::
FCO_Joe says:
@::giggles at the XO's comment::
XO_Senn says:
@::brings the details of the events before the shuttles were detached from the hull to find out what the Artemis got to get rid of them, and wonders if it would be wise to try the same.. At least, the shuttles haven't been damaged beforehand the way the Artemis had...::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs down to Computer Core and meets CEO:
CEO_ALarra says:
::Starts to walk towards the doors of engineering and an ensign runs up and hands her a sweater::
FCO_Joe says:
@::takes out a bad conduit and puts in the new one::
CEO_ALarra says:
::runs into the CSO::
CSO_McMer says:
::Entering main engineering, stopping a moment to see who is where... then spotting the CEO, heading over to her::  CEO: Ensign.  What's the status?
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic of targeting sensors
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Self: Is it me or it's getting cold.
CTO_Gore says:
::Has climbed down the TL shaft, and manually opens the door to the deck the computer core is on::
CEO_ALarra says:
CSO: Sir, change of plans, we've been called to the computer core.
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: Is anyone working the power issue?
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> FCO : Targeting sensors at 50%
XO_Senn says:
@::runs a computer simulation at using an EMP, and waits for the computer's answer::
EO_Thompson says:
::starts repairs on the core::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: Captain...be advised...the ship will be dead in one minute.. Core going off-line.
CTO_Gore says:
::Crawls out of the turbolift shaft onto the floor of the deck::
CEO_ALarra says:
CSO: That's us. I got a call from the OPS station, they said to meet in the computer core. But I'll call a team to work on it from here.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Commander, you still there?
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: damage control team 1,2,3,4 are working on power
CTO_Gore says:
::takes the padd out of his mouth, and walks down the corridor::
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: Give me what info you have on the power system damage, and I'll take care of it -- with a tech or two.
CO_Bryant says:
*OPS* Very well
CTO_Gore says:
::Enters the room holding the computer core::
CEO_ALarra says:
::motions for the CSO to follow her and starts to run back to her office:: CSO: I'll give you the Alpha team...
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Captain, I am going to set up a triage in the shuttle bay...
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: Great!  ::Following::
CO_Bryant says:
CMO: Good idea Doctor
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Yes... although I do wonder if there's anything we could do for the Artemis... ::still thinking about that magnet::
CTO_Gore says:
OPS, EO: Hello...fancy meeting you two down here!
FCO_Joe says:
@::looks at the power grid::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Runs into office and stops short when she sees her desk::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::locates the shutdown controls and inputs the commands::
XO_Senn says:
@::wonders briefly if this first outing together with Cody as CO and XO had been planned to make them go crazy::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: I'm not sure if we can do anything
CEO_ALarra says:
::On it are piles upon piles of PADDs, all needing her personal attention::
CO_Bryant says:
::::Me has paralell suppositions unknown to the XO:::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs to ceo:: CEO: what is it?
CEO_ALarra says:
::shakes her head:: CSO: Over here.
FCO_Joe says:
@::fixes some damage on the power grid::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> XO : Simulation ready
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Okay, we'll start up in shuttle bay. Why don't you take care of things down here while we do this
XO_Senn says:
@Computer: Thank you kindly ::more to herself::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic on targeting sensors
CEO_ALarra says:
::rummages through the PADDs till she pulls out the ones she needs. Hands then to the CSO::
CEO_ALarra says:
CSO: Here you go. You should start at console three outside. I'll get the Alpha Team.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::turns around:: CTO: Sorry i didn't see you....as you can see the core is powering down...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Emergency lights go out for a few minutes, then come back on
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: We can get rid of the magnets though. How's your targeting system?
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: need my help?
CMO_Parker says:
:: enters turbo lift:: TL: Shuttle Bay 1
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Yes, hold on.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: I got it up to 50%
CSO_McMer says:
:: Stepping over to CEO, taking the PADD she hands me, looks at it.:: CEO: Thanks, now go do what you need to.  Who is here from the Alpha team?
CTO_Gore says:
::Watches everything go dark, talks in the general direction of Tom:: OPS: Do you think I'll be able to dig out some logs from the computer?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks out into ME:: ME: Alpha team, lets gets assembled
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::holds up his PADD...:: CTO: I got Violet in here...well her original self...we'll need a new matrix for this one:: points to the dying Computer Core::
XO_Senn says:
@::lightly touches her console, getting her small plan ready::
CSO_McMer says:
::Feeling the increasing cold, putting on the suit, and turning on the heat controls::
EO_Thompson says:
::flowing the CEO::
MO_Anya says:
::sighs::  *CMO*:  a suggestion... since it is so cold... maybe if we moved everyone to a more central place on the ship?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Immediately starts to see ensigns running towards her:: ALL: Alpha team, meet the CSO. CSO, meet the Alpha team. Project: power systems.
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: what do I do
CSO_McMer says:
::Even with the helmet off, the suit quickly warms up to a comfortable temperature:: CEO: Thanks!
SO_Donova says:
CO: Sir, since we have no power to the sensors do you need my services elsewhere?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Slowly, critical systems start powering up..
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic of the targeting systems
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: In that case, we're not going to trust it yet. I am going to play guinea pig... I'll destroy the magnet myself after I get rid of it... if I make it. I need you to try to keep a lock on us, Joe... please get us out of here if something goes wrong, will you?
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Take two teams and work with the environmental controls.
CTO_Gore says:
OPS: I want to try and access some internal sensor logs directly from the core...
CEO_ALarra says:
::smiles:: CSO: you're welcome.
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Care to suggest a place?
CNS_Sodak says:
::takes this opportunity to organize office::
CO_Bryant says:
SO: Check with the CSO
CEO_ALarra says:
*OPS*: I'm coming.
CEO_ALarra says:
*OPS*: Still need me?
EO_Thompson says:
Damage control teams one and two: come with me.
XO_Senn says:
@::powers up her weapons, and takes a deep breath waiting for Joe's answer::
SO_Donova says:
CO: aye sir
CSO_McMer says:
::Checking the PADD for the location of the damage:: ALPHA TEAM: OK team lets go!  ::Heads to the damaged area.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: Everything should be fine ....::crosses fingers:: Most of the data will survive...but here is the thing...  *CEO*: Hurry!...::smiles::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: I will
MO_Anya says:
::bites lip::  *CMO*:  not off the top of my head... maybe the CEO might?
CEO_ALarra says:
::Races out of ME and into a Jefferies tube::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs with teams one and two following him through the access tubes::
CTO_Gore says:
::looks around at the dead consoles linked to the core, gets out his tricorder and plugs into the computer core::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Pulls sweater tighter around her...wishing it was thicker::
FCO_Joe says:
@::establishes a lock the XO and her pilot::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: Now if we can concentrate a nice bolt of power to the Core while reinitializing it should kick back some of it's systems.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Remember to get Paz too. We shouldn't have trouble, but I may end up like the Artemis. I just need to try.
CMO_Parker says:
*CEO*: Alarra, I need somewhere to put patients, but the shuttle bay is too cold. What can you suggest?
CSO_McMer says:
::Reaching scene of damage to power system, pull out tricorder and scanning the damage, then comparing to schematics shown in the PADD::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: I'm ready here
EO_Thompson ::enters access code for controls:: (Accepted.wav)
CTO_Gore says:
::Looking at the files in the computer:: OPS: Well at least I've found that the computer still has files on it.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: While you are getting here....organize a power boost directly aimed at the Computer Core.
XO_Senn says:
@::stretches... almost luxuriously before resuming her seat:: COM: FCO: Here I go ::starts the EMP::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: Let me see...
FCO_Joe says:
@::crosses his fingers::
CEO_ALarra says:
*OPS*: Alright, but don't do anything until you run it by me first...
CTO_Gore says:
::Using his tricorder, scrolls through the computer logs, looking for the internal sensor logs::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Magnet detaches from the first shuttle
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: On your command.
MO_Anya says:
::continues to administer to the injured, yawning largely::
XO_Senn says:
@::quickly gets enough distance between her shuttle and the magnet to lock on it, and fires her phasers::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: There should be a mostly empty room right above ME which would be warm because of the plasma flow right underneath the floor.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: Will you be able to assist me in changing this relay...
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: If you need help getting it cleared out, call ME.
FCO_Joe says:
@::sees the phaser fire:
CMO_Parker says:
*CEO*: Where are you now?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: I believe you have expertise in that...::smiles::
CEO_ALarra says:
::reaches the Computer core out of breath and stumbles over::
CTO_Gore says:
::Closes the tricorder:: OPS: Sure ::Crawls over::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::notices the CEO::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CMO*: Computer core. Why? Do you need something?
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Are you all right?
CMO_Parker says:
*CEO*: no, the power is down and the computer can't locate you.
XO_Senn says:
@::watches the magnet explode and nods to self:: COM: FCO: We're fine, and guess what? ::grinning:: It's your turn...
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CEO: Nice of you to join us...::points to the CTO beside the console::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> ttt...... Mmmmmm.. Alll..r... ..
EO_Thompson says:
::crawls through the tunnels to the bridge::
CSO_McMer says:
::Seeing the blown route around to the main conduit... I think for a moment, then remember... Signaling to one of the techs. :: ALFA TECH: Once upon a time we set up a power shunt from the shields to the shuttle deck.  The power levels were as high or higher than for here.  Go to the shuttle bay and get that conduit.
CSO_McMer says:
::Bringing up a picture of the conduit Vraylle and I installed, I send her on her way::
FCO_Joe says:
@::gulps::
CTO_Gore says:
::his head is inside an exposed panel, shouts back muffled:: OPS: Where is this relay?
CEO_ALarra says:
ALL: What's going on?
XO_Senn says:
@::sends the FCO the necessary details for the EMP:: COM: FCO: I'll fire against the magnet, you just get away as soon as you detach from it.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : One of the damage control teams reaches the power shut...
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Bring the impulse engines on-line on my mark
EO_Thompson says:
CO: we are in trouble with heat until the computer core works
CTO_Gore says:
OPS: Is it the shiny thing on the left?  ::Can be heard fumbling around::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : The normal lights go back on
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO/CEO: We need to coordinate a full power boost to the Core...then it might be able to reinitialize properly....knowing it's Matrix is still shot...but I've got a replacement that will do till we get back to dry dock.
Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> Well, hello again, everyone.. nice of you to drop in.
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: We are going to try a couple of decks above main engineering
CO_Bryant says:
EO: then we better bundle up, or hope the computer starts working.
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  above engineering?
FCO_Joe says:
@::adjusts the systems for the EMP::
CEO_ALarra says:
OPS/CTO: Do you know what that could do to the core if it doesn't work??
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  Do we have power coming back on line?
EO_Thompson says:
::crawls back to work on the heat problem::
XO_Senn says:
@::establishes a transporter lock on Joe just in case::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Bring impulse engines on-line
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: The CEO said that the plasma keeps it warm.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Warp core reaches minimal levels, and power stars flowing to the rest of the ship
CSO_McMer says:
::Working with the remaining Alfa Team members, we isolate the damaged area and prepare it for the new conduit::
CTO_Gore says:
OPS/ CEO: There, I fixed the shiny thing  ::Pulls his head out::
FCO_Joe says:
@::pushes the EMP button::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CEO/CTO: By some amazing miracle it worked ::hugging them::
FCO_Joe says:
@::gets as far away as he can::
CMO_Parker says:
:: enters TL ::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM:XO: It's all yours
CEO_ALarra says:
CTO: What shiny thing? ::starts to get worried about these people were doing to the ship::
XO_Senn says:
@::watches the magnet get detached... and Joe's shuttle getting away... fires against the magnet::
CTO_Gore says:
CEO: You know, the shiny thing!
CEO_ALarra says:
::snaps fingers:: CTO: Oh yes, how could I have forgotten??
CEO_ALarra says:
::moves CTO to the side to look at their 'work'::
CTO_Gore says:
::giggles and clicks the panel back over the exposed circuitry::
CNS_Sodak says:
::whistles::
XO_Senn says:
@::The second magnet is destroyed, scans show that Teasley's shuttle is in good shape::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: I believe we did it.. thanks to the brilliant work of the Engineering teams, Mr. Gore and A'larra.
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  Looks like we will not need to move the ones we have, but all those that come in could be sent there.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Good shootin'
CMO_Parker says:
:: leaves useless TL, and heads for jefferies tubes ::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I guess we have something less to worry about... and thank you kindly.
CO_Bryant says:
*OPS* good to hear, we need to work on getting propulsion back online.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CTO: Now for the shields....I think i can coordinate better from the bridge and I need to get full COMM on-line.
CSO_McMer says:
::The Alfa Tech returns, with conduit in hand.  We quickly get on installing it::
CEO_ALarra says:
::rubs side of head and looks up to listen to her two companions::
XO_Senn says:
@::steers the shuttle back to the Artemis::
CTO_Gore says:
::Gets up:: OPS: One sec  ::Taps into the internal sensor logs::
CEO_ALarra says:
CTO/OPS: Our first priority is power and EV controls now.
FCO_Joe says:
@::starts bringing the shuttle to the Artemis::
CMO_Parker says:
:: climbing to deck 9  ::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CO*: Understood Sir...I'm on my back to the bridge....and ....you'll have it...A'larra is on it as we speak.. Hewitt out.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: Artemis: Senn to Artemis... Artemis, come in please.
MO_Anya says:
::takes the supply list a nurse Johnson hands her, and frowns::
CTO_Gore says:
::Checks the logs for the moments just before the explosion::
CSO_McMer says:
:: The new conduit installed, I motion the team back, take a deep breath, cross my fingers on my off hand, and close the isolation switch, praying LET THERE BE LIGHT....::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CSO*: Status?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Warp core power goes up to 50%.. Panels start lighting up..
XO_Senn says:
@::scans the Artemis for the nth time::
CMO_Parker says:
*CTO*: Can you open all of the doors on this deck? I'm going to use the rooms as mini sickbays...
SO_Donova says:
::tries to get a fix on the shuttles::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::after a long painful and very tough climb to Deck 1...Tom gets to the bridge access::
XO_Senn says:
@::her temples are throbbing... she rubs them and wonders how they're faring with the conditions as they are, although they seem to have been able to get some results::
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*: You want the good news or the bad news?
CTO_Gore says:
*CMO* I'm sending a team to help doctor ::Sends a team to the deck::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Hurries and climbs back to ME::
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: I have some news too, but go with the bad...
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::gets to his station...brushing off his uniform to look half decent::
CMO_Parker says:
*CTO*: Thanks,
EO_Thompson says:
::hates beign cold:: *ALL* people come help me with the heat problem if you want heat
CEO_ALarra says:
::Runs into ME:: ALL: Let's get some suits on everyone....it's getting too cold.
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  the bad news is that we are critical on many necessary supplies.
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Power grid back to normal levels, warp core back to normal as well.. All other systems (except critical) still offline
CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: Looks like we've got the power grid back on.  Now where do you need your Alfa Team miracle workers?
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: How are you doing?
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Hmm, can you work off the replicators if they had more power?
CEO_ALarra says:
::smiles:: *CSO*: Great job. I think our most urgent problem right now would be heat...could you please join the EO?
XO_Senn says:
@::she tiredly looks at the ship... and then opens the comm back to Joe:: COM: FCO: I'm doing quite fine. I have no ideas about what we can do, but I do recall the Captain calling us back last thing before the magnets got us attached to the hull.
EO_Thompson says:
::runs back to the ME:: CEO: can I have a suit and more help
CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: Be happy to.  Where is he?
CTO_Gore says:
Self: Ugh this is a mess.... ::Was hoping to find what he was looking for in a quick glance, downloads the files to tactical and heads to weapons control::
CEO_ALarra says:
*CSO*: Right here in ME. By they way, do you guys have suits? You're going to need them.
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  as I understand things right now... no.
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: I think we might be of more help in there than out here... ::wondering when SFC will answer her message or send help, as much as she'd hate seeing the Artemis being towed back to dry dock::
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Yes, grab a suit and the CSO and his team are on the way.
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::wonders if the Captain noticed my return....keeps rerouting power to critical systems as it becomes available::
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Provided we can get in
CTO_Gore says:
::arrives at the door to the TL, and summons it::
EO_Thompson says:
CEO: Thank you Ma'ma
CEO_ALarra says:
::Runs to Jefferies tube hatch and climbs in::
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: Okay. And the good?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Environmental comes back online.. The temperature starts to rise.. slowly..
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: ART: This is Lt. Teasley, can you read me?
CSO_McMer says:
*CEO*: On the way.  We'll get suits.
EO_Thompson says:
::Screams yes::
CTO_Gore says:
::Hears the error sound as he pushes the button, groans and pulls open the door, getting ready to go climbing again::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::punches in a few more entries...relocating sub emitters and directioning it to the working ones::
CEO_ALarra says:
::climbs out on next deck and opens a supply locker on the deck and pulls out 4 massive black objects::
EO_Thompson says:
::runs back to the environmental::
XO_Senn says:
@COM: FCO: Of course... I'm going to try Morse with lights. We have nothing to lose... if they can have the forcefields in the shuttlebays, we're going back in. They are not answering hails yet I'm afraid.
CEO_ALarra says:
::Looks in rooms until she finds the mini sickbay the CMO set up::
CSO_McMer says:
Alfa Team: You guys did great, Now on to our next miracle.  We'll stop off out side the shuttle bay and get everyone a suit.  Now lets go.  ::Heading to nearest access tube... just incase...::
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  It looks like we have everyone covered at the moment.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Isn't that a shame
XO_Senn says:
@::starts sending a message with lights... hoping the computer is translating everything right, she's rusty on Morse::
XO_Senn says:
@::raises an eyebrow slightly, wondering:: COM: FCO: Meaning?
CSO_McMer says:
::Sliding down the ladder of the tube, and getting off at deck 10, we step over to the shuttle bay::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Run sub-routine command V-210. .....Report status on emitters.
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: OK, I just got this triage ready, but now that the heat is on, I guess I will come back to sickbay...
CMO_Parker says:
:: heads to tubes ::
CEO_ALarra says:
::sees the CMO:: CMO: I've brought 4 portable heat generators for you to set up around the room. It should help until the heat gets back on.
FCO_Joe says:
@COM: XO: Never mind
CTO_Gore says:
::Arrives at the deck weapons control is on, and starts repairing it, again::
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*:  all right
Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : Emitters are at 5% capacity.. Power levels still not sufficient for re-start
MO_Anya says:
::signs the padd and returns it to Johnson::
XO_Senn says:
@::thinks there was something behind Joe's comment, and grins::
CSO_McMer says:
::While alfa team selects their suits, I inspect the conduit termination the tech recently made, and make sure the shields circuits still properly bypass this conduit.::
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO*want some help
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : ON the bridge, Tactical console shows phaser system back online, but at 25% efficiency
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*ENG*: I need more power to the emitters.. can you redirect?
CMO_Parker says:
:: stops to see the CEO :: CEO: ok, set them up where you need them.
CSO_McMer says:
::Heading back to the access tubes, we drop one more level, leave the tubes and head to main engineering::
CTO_Gore says:
*EO* See if you can boost phaser efficiency by at least 25%
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks at CMO in disbelief:: CMO: I don't need them...I thought you might. I need to get back to ME.
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* ok
XO_Senn says:
@::no answer from the Artemis... they are probably too busy to be looking out:: COM: Artemis: Senn to Artemis... come in please... ::her voice sounds tired::
CEO_ALarra says:
::sets down units and runs back to engineering via the JTs::
CO_Bryant says:
OPS: systems status report?
MO_Anya says:
::turns quickly, hearing as one of the warnings go off::
FCO_Joe says:
@::continues repairs on the targeting sensors::
CMO_Parker says:
CEO: Well, ok, i will set them up then, you go back...
CTO_Gore says:
::repairs the  tactical targeting system::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: Slowly coming back on-line Sir.
CSO_McMer says:
::Walking into ME, I walk over to the EO:: EO: Thompson, here's the help you CEO wanted.  Wants needed?
MO_Anya says:
::quickly heads to the patient and does a quick scan::
FCO_Joe says:
@::fixes the power grid::
MO_Anya says:
*CMO*: We have an emergency down here... your presence would be appreciated
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Gore's efforts enable the targeting sensors to show some life.. He's reading the two shuttle near the Artemis (SRS only)
CEO_ALarra says:
::runs into ME and walks over to the 'group'::
MO_Anya says:
::begins to prep the patient::
FCO_Joe says:
@Computer: Run diagnostic on targeting sensors
EO_Thompson says:
::starts on weapons::
CMO_Parker says:
*MO*: I am coming back now then. ::heads for sickbay carrying the heaters ::
CEO_ALarra says:
EO: Report.
CSO_McMer says:
::Since the EO didn't have anything to say, looks over to CEO::
CEO_ALarra says:
*OPS*: yes?
CO_Bryant says:
SO: Where are the shuttles?
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* I am working on weapons right know
CTO_Gore says:
::Transfers the coordinates of the two shuttles to OPS:: *OPS* I've located the shuttles
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Report
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: need something??
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: We're here to help.  What do you need?
CEO_ALarra says:
*EO*: Fine. Check with the CTO, he's probably working on them too.
XO_Senn says:
@::holds her head with her hands, the computer still signaling the Artemis with lights, and hailing them through the comm automatically::
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : Short ranges sensors are at 50% now.. Science console is starting to get some readings of the outside
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  Internal bleeding, cardiac arrest...
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: A'larra...could redirect all power you can on the emitters...we need COMM.
SO_Donova says:
CO: they are still out there SRS are fuzzy
EO_Thompson says:
*CEO* I did
FCO_Joe says:
@::tries some Morse code with his shuttle::
CO_Bryant says:
SO: lets see if we can figure out some way to recover the shuttles.
CEO_ALarra says:
CSO: A second to think. ::smiles:: How about some help with the shields...I have a feeling we're going to need them.
SO_Donova says:
CO: I'll try to get a better location
CEO_ALarra says:
OPS: Yes, but that would not be a smart idea at the moment. Do you need it now?
SO_Donova says:
CO: aye sir
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: keep me informed on COMM status...
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: OK.  Just so you know, we took some power conduit from a shunt to the shields we had put in prior to your being here.
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Okay, we need to start surgery
CEO_ALarra says:
::walks over to console to check on the OPS's idea::
CSO_McMer says:
CEO: I double-checked it.  It should be all right.  It really simply puts the shields back into a standard SF configuration.
MO_Anya says:
::applies hypo::  CMO:  I am almost set up....
Host AGMSergio says:
<Violet> OPS : SR communications impossible.. Emitters still not fully charged.
CSO_McMer says:
::I show the CEO what I mean on a diagram on my PADD::
CTO_Gore says:
::glances over the torpedo systems, seeing it would be hopeless to try and bring them online at the moment, shifts his attention to the shields::
EO_Thompson ::access weapon controls:: (Accepted.wav)
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
Violet: Keep monitoring levels...alert me when COMM becomes operational.
CEO_ALarra says:
::nods to CSO:: CSO: understood. ::takes PADD:: I need to run to the bridge, can you hold down the fort here?
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Okay,
XO_Senn says:
@::stands shakily, and moves to the back to check on Paz. Nayla takes the medical tricorder and scans both the Petty Officer and herself::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: I estimate a few more minutes...if i get that boost from engineering.
MO_Anya says:
::pulls the covering over::  CMO:  OK... ready
CSO_McMer says:
::Smiling at the irony:: CEO: Sure.
CO_Bryant says:
OPS: Very well.
CTO_Gore says:
Computer, what percent are shields at?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : TLs begin working
CMO_Parker says:
:: Applys Hypercoagulin into hypospray and administers it ::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Runs to TL::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: That should stop the bleeding for now...
CEO_ALarra says:
TL: Bridge
CSO_McMer says:
::Turning to Alfa team, I detail a couple of techs to head to the shield controls and do some trouble shooting, then report back.  They take their suits, with comm units, with them::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> CTO : Shields offline
EO_Thompson says:
*CTO* phasers at 30% torpedoes offline and targeting at 50%
MO_Anya says:
::nods, working on getting blood pressure back up::
CNS_Sodak says:
::eats some rations. They taste horribly::
CEO_ALarra says:
::arrives on the bridge and marches over to the OPS console:: OPS: Tom, what's going on?
XO_Senn says:
@::leaves Paz as she is, since she's asleep naturally she does not seem to be in pain. Better have the new CMO take care of her with the right equipment... soon, hopefully::
CTO_Gore says:
*EO* Acknowledged, lets get some shields back...do what you can to fix them from ME, I'll try my best up here as well
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CEO: Waiting on you to power up emitters...
CSO_McMer says:
::Looking over the PADDS in engineering, I pull out one on the shield system, and pull up a list of the key and critical circuits::
XO_Senn says:
@::again at the cockpit, her head still aching, she tries to hail the Artemis on her own again:: COM: Artemis: If I were to say something nasty you'd probably have the comm just fixed, right?
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
*CEO*: Ready on your mark.
CTO_Gore says:
::Taps into shield systems, looking over them::
MO_Anya says:
CMO:  blood pressure rising...
CEO_ALarra says:
::puts head in hands:: OPS: Is it immediate? We don't have a lot of extra power floating around.
FCO_Joe says:
@::switches some chips around::
CSO_McMer says:
::Sending on of the two remaining techs to search through the spares kits to see what we have left, I send the other to check on the engineering emergency replicator system::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CEO: A'Larra...we need communications fast.. specially subspace...this should kick the emitters back on-line. ::points to schematic::
CTO_Gore says:
::Works on the shields, hoping to get them capable of at least a 10% screen::
XO_Senn says:
@::regales the comm with some flourished Bajoran swear words::
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks and sighs:: OPS: Alright Tom, but you have no idea how much this is going to hurt.
MO_Anya says:
::applies cardiostimulator as the heart begins to defibrillate::
XO_Senn says:
@::gives up... leaves the computer in control and goes back to Paz... and to the medkit. There should be something for Nayla's own headache there::
CEO_ALarra says:
::Walks over to console and sends the necessary orders to engineering::
MO_Anya says:
::hands the CMO am exoscalpel::
CTO_Gore says:
Computer, why are the shields offline, locate the damaged area of the system
CEO_ALarra says:
OPS: Alright, there you go. It should be there in any second...
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : SR Comms go back online
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CEO: I know we all doing our best....::smiles at her:: When all is done ...you and I could maybe have dinner?
Host AGMSergio says:
<Computer> OPS : Short Range Communication restored.
CSO_McMer says:
::Alfa Team technicians complete their diagnostics and report back, the emitters need re-adjusting.  I order them to begin the procedure -- and ask how long will it take?::
SO_Donova says:
CO: I may have a way to get the shuttle back in if we can get enough power to the shuttle bay tractor beam we can pull them back in
XO_Senn says:
@::as she applies the hypo to her neck she closes her eyes... her mind taking her somewhere else for a moment::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
::notices signal coming in SR::
CEO_ALarra says:
::looks up:: OPS: Ok, if we ever finish ::smiles::
CNS_Sodak says:
::sits down at desk::
OPS_Ensign_Tom_Hewitt says:
CO: We have COMM with the shuttles...patching through.
Host AGMSergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10002.11>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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